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ARTIST

Since the early 1990s, KOO JEONG A (they/them –  

b. 1967, lives and works everywhere) has made works 

that are seemingly casual and commonplace, yet at 

the same time remarkably precise, deliberate, and 

considered. Their reflections on the senses and the 

body incorporate objects, still and moving images, 

audio elements, and aromas. Many of their works are 

conceived within site-specific environments that 

question the limits of fact and fiction, the imaginary 

and actuality of our world. KOO considers the 

connection of energies between place and people, 

relying on chance to drive their encounters.

KOO held solo shows at Kunsthalle Düsseldorf, 

Germany (2012), Dia Art Foundation, Dia: Beacon, 

USA (2010), and Centre Pompidou, France (2004), 

where they gained their international stature. They 

have participated in various international exhibitions, 

including La Biennale di Venezia, Italy (2014, 2009, 

2003, 2001, 1995), Liverpool Biennale, UK (2010), 

Busan and Gwangju Biennales, South Korea (2020; 

2014, 2002, 1997), the Guggenheim Museum, USA 

(2010, 2004, 2002), Fondation Louis Vuitton, France 

(2015), and National Museum of Modern and 

Contemporary Art, South Korea (2015). KOO was a 

finalist for the Hugo Boss Prize in 2002, won the 

Hermes Korea Prize for contemporary art in 2005, 

and was named as 2016 Artist of the Year by the 

Korean Cultural Centre UK.

Courtesy of PKM Gallery. Photo by Kim Je Won.

ARTISTIC DIRECTORS

Seolhui Lee (b. 1987, lives and works in Aarhus) is 

the chief curator at Kunsthal Aarhus in Denmark 

(2023–present). She previously served as the head of 

the exhibition team for the Busan Biennale 2020, was 

a curator at the Seoul Museum of Art (2018–2019), 

and worked for the Korea Artist Prize 2012 at the 

National Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art,

South Korea (2012–2013). In addition, Lee has served 

as an adjunct professor at the Korea National 

University of Arts (2019–2022) and the Kaywon 

University of Art & Design, South Korea (2022–

2023). In conjunction with her studies, Lee’s essays 

have been published in Korean Contemporary Art 

Since 1990 (2017) and Reading Korean 

Contemporary Art with Keywords (2019). She is also 

a contributor for various art publications, including 

the contemporary Korean art magazine Art In Culture 

since 2020.

Jacob Fabricius (b. 1970, lives and works in 

Copenhagen) is the director of Art Hub Copenhagen 

in Denmark (2021–present). Prior to this, Fabricius 

was the artistic director at Kunsthal Aarhus (2016–

2021), where he curated several exhibitions by South 

Korean artists. In 2019, he was appointed as the 

artistic director for the Busan Biennale 2020 and 

curated the exhibition Words at an Exhibition: an 

exhibition in ten chapters and five poems. Fabricius 

has also served as the director at Kunsthal 

Charlottenborg, Denmark (2013–2014), artistic 

director at Malmo Konsthall, Sweden (2008–2012), 

associate curator at the Centre d’Art Santa Monica, 

Spain (2006–2008), Cneai=, France (2015–2016), and 

artistic director of Contour 2013, 6th Biennial of 

Moving Image, Belgium (2012–2013).
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1 KOO JEONG A, [OCV DIFFERENTIAL PEFS], 

2024. Douglas fir wood outdoor benches, dimensions 

variable. Courtesy the Artist. © KOO JEONG A

2 KOO JEONG A, [OCV PS] PHASE SPACE, 2024. 

Metallic sheets, dimensions variable. Courtesy the Artist.  

© KOO JEONG A

3 KOO JEONG A, [OCV COLLECTIVE SFEP], 2024. 

Douglas fir wood floor, dimensions variable. Courtesy the 

Artist. © KOO JEONG A

4 KOO JEONG A, [OCV RC 1–16] REMOTELY 

CONNECTED, 2024. 16 scent perfumes, dimensions 

variable. Courtesy the Artist. © KOO JEONG A

5 KOO JEONG A, [OCV SOS] SYMMETRY OF 

SPACE, 2024. Douglas fir wood, 40 × 257 × 257 cm. 

Courtesy the Artist. © KOO JEONG A

6 KOO JEONG A, [OCV AH] ALL HANDS, 1993–

2024. Wall Painting RAL 6027, dimensions variable. 

Courtesy the Artist. © KOO JEONG A

7 KOO JEONG A, [OCV SOT] SYMMETRY OF 

TIME, 2024. Douglas fir wood, 21 × 147 × 147 cm. 

Courtesy the Artist. © KOO JEONG A

8 KOO JEONG A, [KANGSE SpSt], 2024. Bronze, 

plywood metal, pigment paint, scent diffuser, perfume 

(ODORAMA CITIES), sensor, 317 × 74 × 162 cm. 

Courtesy the Artist. © KOO JEONG A

* OCV: ODORAMA CITIES VENICE 

Index of Scents

The scents in the Korean Pavilion are inspired and derived 

from the scent memories and keywords appearing in the 

Open Call submissions. The individual scents are 

composed in the following way:

00 Keyword ODORAMA CITIES

Scent of sea, Smell of mountains, Scent of sunlight, Dust 

smell, River smell, Winter smell, Rotten water musty odor, 

Scent of fallen leaves, Smell of rice, Korean herbal 

medicine scent, Scent of incense, Lacquered wood smell, 

Wood building smell, Exhaust smell, Smell of iron, Ondol 

floor smell, Scent of the public bathhouse (salt, mud, 

Korean medicine bath), Sewage tanks smell

Perfumer Dominique Ropion  – French based in Paris

Key Notes Sandalwood / Armoise / Incense / 

 Tuberose 

Perfumer’s Inspiration Dominique Ropion was 

 impressed by the explosive energy and 

 the power of the country, especially its 

 modern Korean history related to cities

1960s accord  Sandalwood, Woody notes

1970s–1980s accord Spice mixture, Blond wood

1990s–2000s accord Public bath accord, 

  Korean herbs accord 

2010s–2020s accord Incense 

01 Keyword CITY SCENT [URBAN]

City Scent; Alcohol / Cigarette smell; Stale odor / 

Apartment complex

Perfumer Meabh Mc Curtin – Irish based in Paris

Key Notes Alcohol accord / Cigarette smoke 

 accord / Styrax resinoid

Perfumer’s Inspiration The vapors of alcohol mingle 

 with cigarette smoke

02 Keyword NIGHT AIR

Dark, Watery scent; Urban night air; Smell of grass; 

Asphalt; Chemicals; Smell of stone / Coagulation; Mushy 

smell; Pollution; Cars

Perfumer Fanny Bal – French Based in Paris

Key Notes Asphalt accord / Pink pepper / 

 Styrax resinoid

Perfumer’s Inspiration Olfactive illustration of spicy 

 and mineral smells of a night in the city

03 Keyword SCENT OF PEOPLE

An earthy scent, saffron is very present, vanilla in  

the background, and even some plum and coffee / Ginkgo 

berries

Perfumer Jean-Christophe Hérault 

 – French based in Paris

Key Notes Saffron oil / Plum accord / 

 Coffee accord

Perfumer’s Inspiration The olfactive portrait of people 

 living in Korea crafted around an earthy 

 scent mixing precious saffron, plum, 

 and coffee

04 Keyword THE SCENT OF SEOUL

Scent of Seoul; Alleys; Food smell; Exhaust gas; Crowd 

smell; Oil and iron; Scent of sweat; Roughness; Strong 

energy / Garbage smell / Coagulation; Mushy smell; 

Pollution; Cars

Perfumer Joa Kim – Korean based in Singapore

Key Notes Labdanum resinoid / Mushy smell 

 accord / Crowd smell accord

Perfumer’s Inspiration Joa Kim, a Korean perfumer, 

 pays tribute to the emblematic city of 

 Seoul that never sleeps with a complex 

 combination of human, urban, and 

 resinous smells.

05 Keyword SALTY SMELL

Sea; Salty smell; Smell of sea fog; Air in the early morning; 

Freshness; West Sea (the Yellow Sea) / Scent of wet and 

musty old city / Humid sea smell; Scent of pine trees / 

Riverside; Monsoon

Perfumer Paul Guerlain – French based in Paris

Key Notes Salty accord / Humidity accord / 

 Sea accord

Perfumer’s Inspiration The one who loves capturing 

 the marine scents of his native Brittany 

 has enjoyed illustrating the fresh and 

 salty sea smell of the East Sea

06 Keyword SCENT OF SIEBOLD’S MAGNOLIA

Fragrance of Spring; Acacia and lilac flowers on the 

roadside; Azaleas and rhododendrons in the flowerbeds; 

Redevelopment; Disappearing place; Acacia; Lilac / 

Magnolia, Rhododendrons (Korean rosebay), Warm 

breeze, Leafy

Perfumer Anne Flipo – French based in Paris

Key Notes Magnolia leaf and flower / Azaleas and 

 acacia flowers accord

Perfumer’s Inspiration A true lover of nature offers a 

 bunch of luminous flowers to celebrate 

 the awakening of the Korean spring

07 Keyword SMELL OF SUNLIGHT

Scent of sunlight; Old Hanok; Farmland; Pumpkin leaves; 

Smell of rice; Smell of the wind on the country road / Smell 

of rice cooking / Korean rosebay; Smell of apricot flower

Perfumer Delphine Lebeau – French based in Paris

Key Notes Pumpkin leaves accord / Carrot / 

 Sunlight accord

Perfumer’s Inspiration After lunchtime’s sunlight 

 smell – the sun is at its zenith and the 

 wind goes through the pumpkin leaves 

 of the farmlands

08 Keyword FOG

Deep fog; Grassland; Grass smell / Mudflats / Musty water 

smell / Smell of moss / Pork belly smell

Perfumer Tanguy Guesnet 

 – French based in Shanghai

Key Notes Patchouli / Fog accord / Artemisia

Perfumer’s Inspiration The foggy atmosphere of the 

 mossy grass smell melting with musty 

 water smell

09 Keyword SMELL OF TREE

A crushed, caramelized resinous scent floating from the 

pines / Green tea

Perfumer Juliette Karagueuzoglou 

 – French based in Paris

Key Notes Cypress absolute / Lentisque absolute / 

 Olibanum resinoid

Perfumer’s Inspiration Juliette has selected the highest 

 quality of naturals to depict the smell of 

 trees; the woody resinous aromatic smell 

 of cypress is associated with the green 

 notes of Lentisque

10 Keyword JANGDOKDAE 

Smell of Jang-dok-dae (Korean traditional earthen jars 

used for aging go-chu-jang, kimchi, cabbage etc.);  

Smell of wet mud / Korean food, especially soy sauce, 

soybean paste, and hot chili paste

Perfumer Camille Piret – French based in Singapore

Key Notes Wet mud accord / Kimchi accord / 

 Korean food

Perfumer’s Inspiration Camille has created a very close 

 olfactive illustration of the emblematic 

 smell of Jang-dok-dae mixing mud with 

 fermented Kimchi accords

11 Keyword SMELL OF RICE

Sesame oil (chamgireum); Cooked rice; Soy sauce

Perfumer Caroline Dumur – French based in Paris

Key Notes Steam rice accord / Sesame absolute / 

 Soy sauce accord

Perfumer’s Inspiration A creation very true to the smell 

 of cooked rice in Korea with sesame oil 

 and soy sauce

12 Keyword SMELL OF FIREWOOD 

Grandma’s house in the countryside; Dawn air; Smell of 

firewood in the furnace / Grandmother’s homemade sikhae 

(a Korean rice punch)

Perfumer Nicolas Beaulieu – French based in Paris

Key Notes Firewood accord / Sikhae accord / 

 Vetiver

Perfumer’s Inspiration Entering grandma’s house and 

 immediately being surrounded by 

 familiar smells of firewood and homemade 

 sikhae.

13 Keyword GRANDPARENTS’ HOUSE

Grandparents; Musty wood scent; Old wood smell;  

Old fabric scent / Rusty iron gate smell; Yard soil smell; 

Rainy day

Perfumer Nelly Hachem-Ruiz  – French based in Paris

Key Notes Healingwood oil / Coolwood / 

 Old fabric accord

Perfumer’s Inspiration The deep and woody character 

 of high quality healingwood paired with 

 coolwood to draw the emotional smell 

 of grandparents’ house

14 Keyword FISH MARKET

Fish Market; Harbor; Fishy salty smell / Beach / Salt fields; 

Dried fish; Savory smell; Saltiness; Smell of seaweed / 

Abandoned fishing nets / Smell of oyster shells / Rubber 

(or plastic) + grease

Perfumer Shinichiro Oba 

 – Japanese based in Singapore

Key Notes Seaweed absolute / Fish smell accord / 

 Salt accord

Perfumer’s Inspiration The smell of the fish market  with 

 its salty facets and straight smells of fish 

 and seaweed thanks to a natural absolute 

 of seaweed

15 Keyword PUBLIC BATH

Back of the neck; Soap scent; Bathroom smell; Winter; 

Charcoal fire smell; Bathhouse; Skincare smell; 

Industrialization; Smell of backstreets / Aromatic 

complexity of perilla leaf (gettnip) both floral, anisic, 

earthy, gourmand, and camphorous

Perfumer Domitille Michalon  – French based in Paris

Key Notes Soap scent accord / Artemisia / 

 Cypress absolute

Perfumer’s Inspiration Aromatic and camphorous notes 

 of artemisia heart and cypress absolute are  

 paired with soap scent to illustrate the 

 traditional relaxing ritual of the public bath

16 Keyword OLD ELECTRONICS

Container workshop; Smell of dirt; Smell of old sofa 

upholstery; Smell of old electronics;

Smell of metal; Smell of wet clay; Citrus smell / Smell of 

dust from steel manufacturing; Smell of textile chemicals 

factory

Perfumer Dominique Ropion – French based in Paris

Key Notes Black pepper / Steel accord / 

 Olibanum resinoid

Perfumer’s Inspiration Dominique has demonstrated 

 his creative talent crafting the typical smell 

 of old electronics for Korean people, 

 blending sharp and fusing cold spices, 

 metallic accord, and hints of dust

The scents are created by NONFICTION.

KOO JEONG A (they/them) is constantly in 

orbit, living and working everywhere. In their 

practice, architectural elements, texts, drawings, 

paintings, sculptures, animations, sound, film, 

words, and scents play a significant role. 

Throughout the years, KOO has investigated  

and blurred the lines between their artwork and 

the space it occupies. The works add new layers 

to any given space, and KOO manages to merge 

small intimate experiences and large-scale 

immersive pieces.

The curatorial approach for the Korean 

Pavilion at the 60th International Art Exhibition 

– La Biennale di Venezia has been to combine 

some of the key subjects and sculptural elements 

that KOO JEONG A has worked with during the 

last three decades. One of the recurring themes in 

the artist’s multi-faceted oeuvre is scent. With the 

new commission ODORAMA CITIES, created 

especially for the Korean Pavilion, KOO delves 

into the nuances of our spatial encounters, 

investigating how we perceive and recollect 

spaces, with a particular emphasis on how scents, 

smells, and odors contribute to these memories. 

Within an exploration of the essence of scent, 

the very inhalation and exhalation of molecules 

seamlessly connects with other prominent 

interests in KOO’s art such as immaterialism, 

weightlessness, endlessness, and levitation.  

These four keywords are mirrored throughout 

the Korean Pavilion. They are embedded and 

engraved as infinity symbols directly into both 

the new wooden floor and the outdoor 

installations, are manifested as two floating 

wooden möbius-shaped sculptures and a 

levitating, scent-diffusing bronze figure KANGSE 

SpSt (2024), and finally are symbolized in the 

scents that transform the pavilion into a 

collection of olfactory memories. 

Through an open call process from June 25  

to September 30, 2023, people shared and 

contributed scent memories for ODORAMA 

CITIES, a work aimed at creating a scent 

portrait of the Korean peninsula. Using social 

media, advertisements, press releases, personal 

one-on-one meetings, and letters, the team 

behind the Korean Pavilion reached out to 

Koreans and non-Koreans alike – anyone with a 

relationship to Korea – and asked the question: 

“What is your scent memory of Korea?” This 

open call generated more than 600 written 

statements about Korean scents. 

Some memories are very personal and 

descriptive, while others are boiled down to a 

sentence or even one word. The perfumers, 

armed with these stories and keywords, took on 

the task of interpreting and incorporating them 

into the creation of 16 distinct scent experiences 

for the pavilion and a single commercial 

fragrance. Written versions of the scent memories 

can be found online at: korean-pavilion.or.kr

KOO has selected stories containing the 

following keywords to appear as scent 

experiences at the Korean Pavilion: City Scent, 

Night Air, Scent of People, Smell of Seoul, Salty 

Smell, Scent of Siebold’s Magnolia, Smell of 

Sunlight, Fog, Smell of Tree, Jangdokdae, Smell 

of Rice, Smell of Firewood, Grandparents’ 

House, Fish Market, Public Bath, Old 

Electronics, and last but not least ODORAMA 

CITIES.

Scent has no borders. 

Welcome to ODORAMA CITIES.

– Seolhui Lee & Jacob Fabricius, Artistic Directors
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